
SUN Peaks 2 Tour – January 11-16 , 2015 

 

Holding to club tradition the 54 members of the club left on the bus before the scheduled 
departure time.  The bus was very full and Gordon Hollis and Ian Kupchenko, the hosts, had 
luggage as travel partners.  The trip was uneventful with the scheduled stops at Edson, 
Valemount , Little Fort and finally the Coast Sundance Lodge at Sun Peaks.  The highway was 
clear and we arrived ahead of schedule.  

The bus was quickly unloaded and club members had their skis locked up and all were in their 
rooms by 6:00 p.m..   70 skiers met at the Hearthstone Lodge for the welcome dinner.  The 
conversations surrounded the topics of the travel for the self drivers and the snow conditions.  
It was noted that the Sun Peaks tours were one of the clubs most popular trips and the hosts 
thanked the self drivers.  Their efforts freed up spots on the bus. 

The weather conditions of light clouds and average winter temperature greeted the skiers on 
Monday morning.  The snow conditions however were icy due to the rain that fell the prior 
week.  During the first day, most skiers stayed on the groomed runs.  Later in the tour, the 
temperatures warmed up and the snow softened up somewhat.  Skiers began venturing onto 
non-groomed runs but the glade runs were still too icy.  No new snow fell on our 4 days of 
skiing. 

To soothe the tired muscles club members made full use of the hot tub and by 3:30 it was often 
full.   Others remedied their aches from the inside out at Bottoms Pub.  Stories of the runs and 
the escapades on the mountain grew with every day’s skiing.  Members also took advantage of 
the 10% discount offered by the Blue Bird Market and Jardines ski shop.  

The banquet dinner at the Heathstone Lodge was enjoyed by all and no one left hungry.   

The snow began to fall heavily on our departure day.  The bus was late and the drive back to 
Alberta was difficult.  By the time we reached Jasper, the roads had cleared up and drive was 
very smooth. 

Other than some bumps and bruises there were no major injuries on this tour.  Gordon and Ian 
would like to thank all those who helped with the loading and unloading of the buses.  We 
would also like to thanks all club members for their cooperation.  As one club member on their 
first tour said,” this  club is like  a really big family were everyone get along.” 

Ian Kupchenko 

    


